We examine whether the use of a foreign language, as opposed to the native language, influences the relative weight intentions versus outcomes carry in moral evaluations. In Study 1, participants were presented with actions that had positive outcomes but were motivated by dubious intentions, while in Study 2 with actions that had negative outcomes but were motivated by positive intentions. Participants received the materials either in their native or a foreign language. Foreign language prompted more positive moral evaluations in Study 1 and less positive evaluations in Study 2. These results show that foreign language reduces the relative weight placed on intentions versus outcomes. We discuss several theoretical accounts that are consistent with the results such as that foreign language attenuates emotions (triggered by intentions) or it depletes cognitive resources.
Introduction
As a result of globalization, citizens and policymakers often judge and decide based on communications in foreign languages. By 'foreign language' we denote a nonnative language that has been learned in a classroom context rather that by immersion in a culture (see Pavlenko, 2012) . Communication in foreign languages is common practice in international organizations, such as the United Nations and the European Council, whose decisions have global impact. Several such decisions-Should we impose immigration quotas?-involve moral considerations. Research has shown that using a foreign instead of the native language can sway our morals (e.g., Cipolletti, McFarlane, & Weissglass, 2016; Costa et al., 2014; Geipel, Hadjichristidis, & Surian, 2015a , 2015b ). This finding is in stark opposition with the widely held belief that our morals define who we are (Strohminger & Nichols, 2014 , 2015 , and implies that foreign language use might be shaping international policymaking.
Previous work on the moral foreign-language effect examined sacrificial actions that promote the aggregate benefit (Cipolletti et al., 2016; Costa et al., 2014; Geipel et al., 2015a) , and taboo actions that are relatively harmless (Geipel et al., 2015b) . In both cases, foreign language increased moral endorsement. Presumably, foreign language attenuates the emotions such actions typically trigger thus shifting attention to their outcomes (Costa et al., 2014; Geipel et al., 2015a Geipel et al., , 2015b . Here, we examined whether this outcome-focus in moral evaluations extends to actions that garner positive or negative affect through the underpinning intentions. To this end, we tested actions whose outcomes and underpinning intentions had opposite moral valences.
Foreign language sways moral judgments
Initial studies on whether language influences moral judgments employed the trolley dilemmas (Cipolletti et al., 2016; Costa et al., 2014; Geipel et al., 2015a) . In these dilemmas, participants have to imagine that a runaway trolley is in a course to kill five workmen unless an action is taken. In one version-footbridge-the action involves pushing a stranger off a footbridge. In another versionswitch-it involves hitting a switch that would redirect the trolley to alternate tracks where one worker is standing. 
